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ABSTRACT 
Thr luiiii wbj?-ji t iv ( j K)i t h i s r.tudy work waf. in l i v e paj-lj;, h\i 
iLtfmL't- '^'^ ?^ iiiude l o evuJuct te t h e us i i tuJn t j s s ot ji.icrowav<3 (J.,itri 1<.J 
Witter 1 .j.'.ijiai I'tj-'j t i aaa iy J ivr; bruad Cct te t ior ieb oJ appJ ic<jtio£ia 
Thrt i i r s t p j r t ' w a s ( d r j i t - d o u t l o r s o i J nioi.olurtj o t u d y . K i-rwiind 
tja.-jud .s(jrilteruiiieL(ii upc ioLaug rft L Ijdud w,d.s u s e d . oA(.; drtV^•lop^.-i 
groiniii l^ afjfcid ;-,c.it t e r u u i e t u r was i n s t a i i e d a t t^AOcairpuh J o r 
iii^.-ihurt-'mt'ntfj T I J I J luf^tr niiicjii t was o p e r a t e d at h band {Jintj-di and 
oro'Sh, pol ii3-i:idtii>n; -nid ?,'(i Ati^]a o i i n c i d e n c e . The s e n i o r was 
ini^tiilLf^d on n c h e r r y p i c k e r i i iobiie p j r t t e io ru i ( T i u c k UKMHI Lr,d; , 
from tiii3 meusui oiDon tij i •] b o a t t e roi r ie ter ol' 50J.1 u n d e r i l i JJ re ioni 
n i o i s t u i e .condition:-, a l o n g Willi c a J i b r d t i o n d a t c i . t h o v a i u e oi 
b - ^ c k s o d t t e r i n g c i . e t f i c i e n b was c - j l c u i a t e d ( "^ t ) . Soa i s a iop l tb 
wtiie o o l Looted and nvr^n d r i e d a t t e m p a r a t u r e <^± lub c io j - 24 
liourfa.Tlio t r e n d ol: O"-" o v a l u e s w i t h s o i l mois tures waft s t u d i e d . 
The s econd p a r t " o a r J ' l e d o u t t o r w a t e r l o g g e d aiie&s i n d i s t r i c t 
ALigar i i , Oh 1'. ) The o o n v e a l i o n a l v i m a l i r i t e r p r e b a t i o n and d i g i t a l 
a n a l y s i s ^J1 Kko 1 oAh d a t a l b p o t e j j t j a J l y t h e IDost USei ul i e m o l e 
s e n s i n t i t o u l l o r tiie s t u d y of w a t e r l o g g i n g c o n d i t i o n s . The 
p r e s e n t s t u d y b r i i i g s o u t , i n e x a c t tertivs and e x t e i i t o t \ i t i l t t y o l 
SAR d a t a Jn c o n j u c t i o n w i t h JRii lA Llf.S I I daba .Tl ie spectj-urn a r e 
lavourr t l j Je l o r d e t e c t i o n o t s u r f a c e phenomenon, whi i.„h i s a s b o . / i a t 
ed t h e s u b - s u r t a c e ground w a t e r e n v i r o n m e n t . 
Tlie s e e p (iif 1) orii the uppea ganga c a n a l antl p o o r d r a i n a g e 
c o n d i t i o n have been rnainJy c o n t r i b u t i n g t o t h e d e v e l o p m e n t ol 
h y d r o g e o i u o r p h o l u g i c a i u n i t s whicli have g i v e n e.^act r e l e r e n c e i : 
r ega i rd ing i l n o t u a t i o n i n hydromorpho log i c a l u n i t s and w a t e r -
l o g g i n g wi1 h I j y d r o l o g i c a i r e s p o n s e o l g round w a t e r e n v i r o n m e n t , by 
u s i n g microwave r e m o t e s e n s i n g t e c h n i q u e i . e u s e d ICRB-1 SAK da1 a 
of Nov. :d], 1991 i ' u r t l i e r t h e d i r e c t r e l a t i o n s h i p be tween remote 
S e n s i n g measu remen t s and p h y s i c a l p r o p e r t i e s of h y d r o g e o l o g i c a J 
e r iv i ronmentb I s b i o u g h t o u t on map 
The t h i r d p a r t ' v / a s c i a r r i e d o u t t o r s u r f a c e w a t e r (Ganga r i v e r and 
t l o o d p i a m j m p a r t s ot D ' l s t r i c t A l i g a i h and p a r t s ol D i s t i l c l 
B u l a n d s h a h r . The t e m p o r a l I ' t ianges i n ephemera l r i v e r c o u r s e s and 
a s s o c i a t e d f l o o d p l a i n , which c o u l d n o t be d e t e c t e d by v i s i b l e 
s e n s o r s d u r i n g c l o u d c o v e r (and have n o t p e n e t r a t i n g a b i l i t y t o 
some e x t e n t o l sub s u r f a c e ) . ERS 1 GAR d a t a u sed lo j - d e l m e a t i g 
s u r f a c e w a t e r and f l o o d p l a i n b e c a u s e of i t s s p a t i a l r e s o l u t i o n 
and l i igh b a c k s c a t t e r i n g . Tlie f l a s h f l o o d s have a l s o c a u s e d riMirhpc 
l o g i c a l , s o a l f e r t i l i t y and l a n d u s e c h a n g e s m blie a s S L O i a l e d 
t l o o d p l a i x i , whiL.h c o u l d a l s o be m o n i t o r e d by microwave; retnot 
s e n s i n g techniquf . - s . e 
Tlie tourth part'was u^£ this study was related to drainage map 
p m g The using KRri 1 SAR data drainage analysis oi an area 
tlirough microwave data helps a lot in knowing its soil texture, 
erosonaJ If'a lures, wa tershed-^s , geomorphology, and hyd)ology etc. 
Tho.-ie observataons may be used as a guide lor U-mduse and Wdtei^ 
iesourccs planing ove)- the area-.'study have been conducted m 
2 
parts of M.r. and parts of Rajasthan through vijjuai interpreta-
tion methods to know the first order stream, canals, for- water 
resources over the area. Overall drainage pattern are dendetric 
to sub-d«ndetric Hiid canais runs parallel to the Cliarnbai rivwr 
and waterslieds. The observation wer-e demostratwd using microwavu 
remote sensing data, suggest that niajox' part of the area is «vtjn 
to uneven,these informations have critical inputs for future 
water resources planing in thfe area. 
The last part'was carried out for flood inapi?ing in part of Taluk 
Bliuj, District Kutciih, Gujarat. Nearly every year one or more parts 
of the country experience a flood that is, by general 
consensus,catastrographic, considerable disruption occurs, wide 
spread fjud cosl-ly tiamage to eropS;, property, sonietiines Joss of 
life. In villagci, where wells, the chief source of drinking water 
arises.Accurate flood inundation data is one of the essentia] 
requirements for effective management of flood problem. The 
applicability of microwave data for flood delineation is unique 
because of the sensitivity ,of microwave energy to surface geome-
try, shape and also its capability to penetrate through clouds, 
which are prevalent during flood period. ER3~1 SAH data was 
successfully used for flood inundation. A comparison (,>f two 
dates data has been made during flood and after flood receds data 
helps in the visual interpretation and to delineate flood ef-
fected areas and its extent. 
0 
INTRODOCTJON 
Tlie use of microwaves for remote sensing for earth's 
resources applications i.-. fairly new,having been in application 
only since the early 1960'6. Microwave remote sensing techniques 
(mainly active and passive) with a varied set of characteristics 
(Frequency,Polarization,Spatial resolution, etc.) can be used in 
obtaining remotely sensed earth resources data from space.The 
most important reasons for using microwaves are their capability 
to penetrate clouds and to some extent rain and their 
independence of the sun as a source of illumination,Another 
reason for the use of microwaves is that they are able to 
penetrate more deeply into vegetation than optical waves .The 
longer wavelength penetrates much moire than the shorter 
wavelength.Thus,the shorter wavelengths yield information about 
upper layers of the vegetation,and the longer wavelengths yield 
informmation about lower layers and ground 
beneath.Moreover,microwaves can penetrates significantly into the 
ground. A third reason for the use of microwaves is simply that 
the information available from microwaves is different from that 
available in the visible and infrared regions. The recent ERS-1 
SAR launched from Kourou Space Centre into a 777 Km, sun-
synchronous quasi-polar,circular orbit with descending modeand 
three axis stabilized with a nadir rientation.The nominal EKS-1 
orbit is 3-days repetition orbit with 14 and 1/3 orbits per day 
The prime mission objectives are two fold: 
(a) collection of data for scientific use and 
(b) dissemination of ocean data for commercial application. 
The Active Micx-owave Insti'ument (AMI) consist of a 
4 
SyntheticAperture Radar (BAR) and a Wind Scatterometer. The BAR 
operated in so-calJed 'Image Mode'for acquisation of v/ide-
swath,all weather images over the ocean,Polar region and land.The 
Wind Scattei'ometer will emploj'- three separate antennas for the 
measurement, of sea-surface wind speed and direct-ion. 
The Radar altimeter (RA)provide accurate measurements of sea-
surface elevation, significant waveheights, sea-surface wind 
speeds and various ice i)arameters. 
The Along-Track Scanning Radiometer and Microwave Sounder (ATSRM) 
combines sensors for the measiarement of sea-surface temi>ei-ature 
and cloud cover,and atmospheric water vapour. 
Finally,a Laser Retro-Reflector (LRR).which allows measurement of 
satellite's position and orbit via the use of Laser-Ranging 
Station on the ground. 
ERS-1 programme provide a valuable opportunity to examine several 
of these techniques as applied to water resources and to 
assess their utility for future applications. 
1.1 THE ELECTROMAGNKTrC SPECTRUM 
Microwave,light,and x-rays have one tVdng in common,they are 
electromagnetic waves. The differen<:;e lies in their wavelength 
or frequency. We can see that short waves correspond to high 
frequencies and a long waves to short frequencies. This is 
because the frequency and wavelenth are related through the speed 
of propogatlon. 
/v f = c 1.0 
where /, is the wavelenth,'^f is the frequency, and'c'is the 
speed of propogatlon. In vacuum, all electromagnetic energy 
propogates with the same speed, Co = 2.998 * 10 *+ 8 m/s, often 
called the speed of light. The speed is lower and the wavelenth 
is shorter than in vacuum,but the frequency is unchanged. 
For microwaves,the upper frequency limit is 
usually given as 30 GHz (= 3 * 10 ** 10 Hz), but the lower limit 
varies from 300 MHz to 1 GHz. A characteristic of microwaves is 
that the wavelength is on t?ie same order of size as the 
components and' devices we use to guide and handle the waves.(Ebb 
Ns'-fors and Pertti Vainikainen) 
Microwave spectrum is shown in (Fig.1.1.) No firm definition 
exist for the microwave region, but a resonable convention is 
that it extends tViroughout the internationally designated UHF, SHF 
and EHF bands, (from Im to 1mm wavelength). 
Table,1.1, RADAR may be found in all of the bands, with the 
possible exception of the Q-and V-bands with most remote sensing 
radars at X - band or higher frequencies. Frequency allocations 
are made on an intei-national basis at periodic sharing system and 
other radars is usually not permitted. Thus,the designer of 
remote sensing radar system can not simply choose an optimum 
frequency and use it. But passive microwave system share 
frequency allocations with radio astronomy, and these frequencies 
are protected against transmission of any kind. 
Interaction of electromagnetic waves with the object is 
determine by the wave characteristics (spectral,polarisation,view 
direction,etc.) and object properties (physical,material 
composition etc.) The spectral reflectance properties of the 
visible and near IR region depends upon their chemical and 
BAND Q W 
36 46 56 10.39 11.55 13.9 5.75110.9 
FREQUENCY 0.3 1.0 3.0 10.0 30.0 100.0 
(GHz) 
WAVELENGTH 100 30 
( C m ) 
10 1 0.3 
Fig. 1.1 THE MICROWAVE SPECTRUM, LETTER DESIGNATION 
OF THE MICROWAVE PORTION. 
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TABLE :-1.1 COMMONLY USED RADAR WAVE 
BANDS AND THEIR CODE LETTER. 
i 
physical properties. 
The spectral reflectivity and scattering in microwave 
region provide information about roughness,morphology and 
electric properties of the surface. 
1.2 RADAR WAVELENGTHS 
The various radar wavelenths and corresponding frequencies 
as in table 1.1, frequency is a more fundamental propertj'- of 
electromagnetic radiation than is wavelength becaouse,as 
radiation passes throgh the media of different densities, 
frequency remains constant whereas velocity and wavelength 
change. 
1.3 PRINCIPLE OF RADAR SCATTERING 
In active microwave remote sensing technique,microwave 
radiations are generated and beambed on to the objects or 
features and reflected /backscattered waves are sensed and 
stored for further interpretation ( Fig.1.2), Active system,e.g. 
radar, transmits a known energy to the surface and pawei' received 
by the sensor is given by (Reeves,1979) 
pt Gt Gr 2 
pr = _-- V ^^ ._ 3 _1^  
3 4 
(4 n) R 
Where pr - Received power 
m ' 
pt = Transmitted power 
Gt = Gain of transmitted antenna 
Gr = Gain of received antenna 
H = DL-^ tcince between target and sensor 
or - Scattering cross- section 
TRANSMITTINQ 
ANTENNA 
, ^ , 
pR = I P j GI 
CROSS 
, SECTION 
AJTR^ 
1 — ^ — I 
ISOTROPIC 
SPREADING • 
AREA OF 
PERFECT 
REFLECTE 
AREA OF RECEIVING 
ANTENNA 
A Jr R' 
ISOTROPIC 
SPREADING 
Fig.1.2 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE COMPONENTS OF THE 
RADAR RETURN eq. ( ADOPTED FROM KASISCHKE 
et'QJ.ERIM ) 
s 
X = Wavelength of radiation 
most of hte radars use,either same or identical transmitting and 
reoeiving antennae 
G = Gt = Gr 1.2 
and the received power is given by (Revees,1979) 
2 2 
Pt G A o -
PJ. i_3 
3 4 
(4 rr) R 
2 2 
Pt G X o-- d A 
Pt - 1.4 
3 4 
( 4 7T) R 
Where cr2> - Scattering coefficient 
dA = Resolution element of ground area 
This form of radar eq. is generally used in remote sensing and 
the quality or quantity measured is backscattering coefficient 
(cr^ ) {Fig. 1.8 )which describes the better properties of target on 
the ground. 
The backscattering coefficient is defined as the ratio of the 
energy received bji' the sensor over the energy that the sensor 
would have received if the surface scattered the energy incident 
on it in isotropic fashion. This is usuallj'' expressed in decibels 
(dB) (Elachi,1988) 
^j-^ - 10 LOg (energy ratio) per unit area. 
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The backscattering coefficient can be positive number (focussing 
energy in ba.::k direction) or negative number (focussing energy 
away from the back direction) 
1.4 Microwave Remote Sensing Techniques 
Remote sensing techniques in the microwave region of 
electromagnetic spectrum can be classified into two categories 
(Reeves,i979) viz. active microwave remote sensing and passive 
microwave remote sensing. Active microwave remote sensing systems 
provides their own illumination, whereas passive systems measure 
the electromagnetic energy of thermal origin emitted from 
materials. 
The sensor used in microwave remote sensing are of the 
following types; 
1.5 Active sensors 
1.51 Imaging sensors :Most imaging radars used for remote sensing 
are side looking airborne radars (SLAR). They are divided into 
two categories vis : real aperture and synthetic aperture 
systems. In. the real aperture system, resolution is determixie by 
the actual beamwidth determined by the antenna size. Synthetc 
aperture system utilises signal processing techniques to achieve 
narrow width in the along track direction which provides better 
resolution . The customary nomenclature used is "SLAR" for the 
real aperture system and "SAR" for the synthetic aperture system, 
though the later is also side-looking airborne radar. 
1.52 Non Imaging Sensors : Non imaging remote sensing radars 
are either scatterometers or altimeters. Any calibrated radar 
It 
"that measures "the scattering properties of a surface is called 
scatterometer. Thus a scatterometer may be a radar specif icallj' 
designed for backscatter measurements. A radar altimeter js 
designed for measuring surface wavelieigt. 
1.6 Passive sensors 
Passive microwave sensors called radiometers, measures the 
emissive properties of the earth's surface. A microwave radiome-
ter is a receiver capable of measurinjj low level of emitted 
microwave radiations from the surfaces under observation. 
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1.7. FACTORS AFFECTING MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS 
Enactor affecting tlie microwave signatures of an object are 
governed by the system parameters and physical and electrical 
properties of the target. 
1.71' TARGET PROPERTIES 
The electromagnetic property of materials is expressed by the 
complex relative pei-mittivity (dielectric constant) 
e s ^ ^- t£' 1.5 
The imaginary part is related to the electrical conductivity, e, 
by 
// e 
e = - - - - - i.G 
W So 
where g. is vacuum permittivity (8.354 * 10** - 12 Farad /meter) 
and w is the angular frequency. For non magnetic media, the 
index of the refraction, n, is related to tVie relative 
permittivity by n = £ 
1.72'VOLUME SCATTERING 
Volume scattering mainly caused by dielectric discontinuties 
within a volume. The scattering is proportional to the dielec-
tric dis continuty and its density within the medium. The 
angular .iscattering characteristics are determined by the rough-
ness of the boundary surface, average dielectric constant and 
geometric siae of inhomogeneous media and interact.'ii with dielec-
tric particles within the media (Fig. 1.5) volume scattering 
is generally dominant in the case of vegetation canopy and is 
also dominant in other cases like snow, sea ice etc. 
1.73. SURFACE SCATTERING 
In general,surface scattering occurs at the air-ground 
RADAR BACKSCATTER 
SMOoni 
SURFACE 
ROUGH 
SURFACE 
1 Q 
SWCULAB 
DIRECTION SMOOTH — WET 
' SURFACE ~ Om 
INTENSTTY OF SCATTER 
FOR OBUQUE INCIDENT RAY BACKSCATTER VS INaOENT ANGU 
Flgurel-'^ Schematic diagram of radar intensity patterns =howi"g the 
SSerent behaviours of smooth and rough surfaces. The backscatter 
S f ficient (0°) is the intensity in the direction of incidence. 
Incident 
Wave 
Incident 
Wave Scattering 
Pattern 
Smooth 
Scattering 
Pattern 
I ncident 
Wave 
^=^ 
Medium Rough 
Scattering 
Pattern 
22X 
Rough 
F i g u r e ! ' ^ Example of s u r f a c e - s c a t t e r i n g (adopted from Ulaby e t a l . , 
Vol . I I , 1982), 
Beam of Incident Illumination 
o o 
o o 
V, O 0 O 
FigureJ.* J Illustration of volume scattering (adopted from Ulaby et 
al., Vol. II, 1982). 
u 
interface. For perftictly smooth surface, the incident wave will 
excite the atomic oscilleators in the dielectric medium at a 
relativi^ j phase such that the reradiated field consists of two 
plane wave i.e.,reflected wave and refracted wave or transmitted 
wave {Fig.1.6).For rough surface, energy is scattered in all 
direction which is dependent, upon the roughness of the surface 
(Fig.1.3,1.4). 
1.74 SURFACE ROUGHNESS 
Surface roughness is the terrain property that most strongly 
influences the strength of radar returns. Surface roughness is 
distinct from topographic relief, which is measured in meters 
and hundred of meters: Topographic relief fesitures includes 
hills, mountains, valleys, etc. Surface roughness may be grouped 
into three categories: 
1. A smooth surface reflects all the incident radar energy with 
angle of reflection equal to opposite to the angle of incidence 
(Snell's law) (Fig.1.6). 
2. A rough surface deffusely scatters the incident energy at al3 
angles. The z-ays of scattered energ3'^  may be thought of as en-
closed within hemisphere, the centre of whicVi Js Jocated at 
the point where the incident wave encounters the surface 
(Fig.1.4). 
3. A surface of an intermidiate roughness reflects a portion of 
the incident energy and deffusely scatters a portion.(Fig. 
1.6). 
Roughness criteria : The Rayleigh criterion considers a surface 
to be smooth if 
X-BAND 13cm) L-BAND (25cm) 
INCIDENT WAVE 
SMOOTH 
BACK-SCATTERED 
I DEFFUSE I _ 
f^COMPONENT^ ( \ 
ROUGH AAf/!/ 
REFLECTED 
ISPECUIARE ) 
COMPONENT 
SMOOTH 
VERY 
ROUGH 
z 
Reflected 
Compoment 
SMOOTH 
ROUGH 
VERY ROUGH 
Back-Scattered Component 
VERY ROUGH 
SMOOTH SFC .ROUGHNESS/A 
Fig. 1.6 THEORETICAL SCATTERING MODEL OF X- AND L-BAND EMR 
RADIATION FROM SMOOTH TO V. ROUGH SURFACES 
(ADOPTED FROM KASISCHKE ET AL. ERIM ) 
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h < 1.7 
B s in 
where h is the vertical relief, ^  is the radar wavelength, 
and ©- is the depression angle. Both h and ^ are given 
in same unit, usually centimeters. 
1.75 DB:PRESSION ANGLE AND SPATIAL RESOLUTION 
An important characteristic is depression angle { &• ) , defined as 
the angle between a horizontal plane and a beam from the antenna 
to the target on the ground (Fig.1.7). The depression is steeper 
at the near - range side of an image strip and shallower at the 
foi' - range side. 
Average depression angle of an image is measured for a beam to 
the midline of an image strip. The geometric term is incidence 
angle { B' ) , defined as the angle between a radar beam and a line 
perpendicular to the surface. E'or a horizontal surface, is 
perpendicular, is the complement of, but of an inclined 
angle surface there is no correlation between the two angles 
(Fig.1.7). 
1.76 RANGE RESOLUTION (Rr) : 
Resolution in the range direction is determined by the depres-
sion angle and by the pulse length. Rr, is theoriticaliy equal 
to one-half the pulse length. Pulse length (T) is the duration 
of thie transmitted pulse and measu.red in microseconds (10** -6 
sec.) It is converted from time into distance by multiplying by 
the speed of EMR (c = 3 * 10**8 m./ sec. ). The resulting dis-
tance is measured in the slant range, 
r ^ 
The equ. for range resolution is Rr = l.B 
2 cos 
9 = Angle of Incldenca 
o » Depression Angle 
Fiat Terrain 
Terrain Slope 
Toward Radar 
Terrain Slope 
Away from Radar 
Figure 1.7 Effect of terrain slope (with constant depression angle) 
incidence and aspect angle (adopted from MacDonald) . on 
16A 
Afileona 
lncid«nl Area 
umi noted 
Area a 
Figure 1.?) I l l u s t r a t i o n of the radar backscat ter coeff icient 
(adopted from KasiscWce e t a l . , ERIM). 
(On) 
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1. 79. Dielectric properties and water contents 
An electrical property of matter that influence its interaction 
with electroriiagnetio energy is called the dielev^ tric constant. At 
radar wavelengths tVie dielectric constant of dry rocks and soil 
ranges from about 3 to 8, while watex- has a value of 80. 
1.8-USE OF GROUND-PENETRATION RADAR TECHNIQUES 
Grourjd-penetrating radar is a surfaGe-oi>erated active micro-wave 
technique in which an antenna transmits a short pulse electomag-
neiic wavw into the ground which is reflected back to a receiving 
antenna. Only subsurface features that are normal to some portion 
of the radiated signals are reflected back. It provides an 
analogue, or digital, image of the vertical 2-dimensaonal plane. 
This technique has been used successfully by Gilboy (1987) 
to study subsurface solution features and by Strangland and 
Kuo (1987) to identify palaeosink features.Benson and Yuhr (1987) 
consider that the properties of ground penetrating radar make it 
an outstanding means for the initial assessm;ent and monitoring 
of hydrogeological condition".However the penetration capabilit-
ies of this technique are dependent not only on the frequency of 
an antenna, but also on the electric properties of the earth 
material.s. Highly conductive materials such as clay soils 
drastically reduce the penetrating depth (Straagland and Kuo 
opoJt.). AJthougli dfjpth.'s of up to 100 m.have been pen«tj'al,ed in 
dry conditions, increased moisture content will greatly increase 
the electrical conductivity and the dielectrial constant of the 
material which will limit the penetration depth.(Pauline waters, 
David G'c'titjnbaum, Peter L. sinrat and Henry Osmaston 1990). 
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1.a WATER RESOURCES 
Water,has become one of the our most precious natural resources, 
hence hydrological and water management problems represent key 
areas of applied science in current world-wide economic and 
ecological situation, satellite remote sensing technologies have 
been used more and more to satisfy urgent requirements for 
Ijiforiuailon rtilatint^  to water i-esources. 
Whether for irrigation, power generation, 
drinking,manufacturing or recreation, water is one of our most 
critical resources. Microwave remote sensing can be used in a 
verletj'- of ways to help monitor the quality, quantity, and geo-
graphical distribution of this resources. The Knowledge of 
groundwater location is important for both water supp]3'' and 
pollution control analysis. The identification of topographic and 
vegetation indicators of ground water and determination of the 
location of ground water discharge areas (springs and seeps) can 
assist in the location of potential well sites. However,vegeta-
tion types have been successfully used as indicators of apx>rox-
imate depth to ground water. (Lillisand T.M. and Todd D.fC.) 
Additional water resources application of visuaJ 
interpretation of SAR data include hydrology, watershed assess-
ment, reservoir site selection, shoreline erosion studies, snow 
cover, flood delineation, surveying recreatlonfil use of lakes 
and rivers. 
Main emphasis during this study are given on m3cro-
wave remote sensing techniques used for flovod, waterlogged, 
drainage,soil moisture delineation. 
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2.0, SOIL MOISTURE ANALYSIS 
Soil moisture Ccin be defined as the temporarry storage of 
precipitation within a shallow layer of the earth that is 
gener-illy limited to the zone of aeration. However insignificant 
this layer of the soil moisture may seen, when compared to the 
total amount of water on the global scale, it is this thin layer 
that of^ titrols iht; sm^ceas <>£ our atiriculture and rogn] t\Lt-i^ MIL; 
diatrlbutlon of precipitation between storm runoff and storage. 
Soil moisture is highly variable both spatially and temforarlly, 
as the result of the inhomogeneity of soil properties, 
topography, land cover, and the non-uniformity of rainfali and 
evapotranspiration. Significant progress has been made in the 
application of mjcrowavw remote sensing for measuring suiJ 
moisture. Both passive and active sj^ 'stem have demostrated the 
capability for measuring soil moisture. 
Estimation of soil moisture is useful for application in 
meteorology, agriculture, and hydroloy, microwave remote sensing 
techniques often the potential for obtaining soil moisture 
information independent of weather conditions. In order to 
utilise ER3-1 SAR data and SAC developed scatterotiieter, to examin 
the responsti of backsccittLering coefficient. B'or this purpose 
recent advances in microwave remote sensing have demo.strated 
the ability to measure soil moisture under veriely of 
topographic and vegetation cover condition,and also conclude on 
the selection of optimum radar system parameter for soil 
moisture detection. 
2t 
2.1. SIGNIFICANT AND DETKRMINATION OF SOIL MOISTURE 
The Koii moistur« content (smc) affects t}ie separation from 
runoff and it is therefore an important parameter fur 
as Cell, sine runoff as wo I I as runofl lorcastinij <^T03ion hir^ar^is, 
Besides, the intrest in water lost by evapotranspiration, 
which ift largely derive by stnc, extenda froin large area 
circulation of the earth's atmosphere to water manet^ emeiit in 
agrLcullure. 
Remote sensing methods are of fundamental importance for smc 
monitoring an global, a*egional and local scales. Indeed local 
measurements can be very accurate, but the number of the 
camples neocessary for a significant valve for large areas is 
enormous,experimental research has demostrated that, in 
principle, observation in microwave regions of the 
electromagnetic spectrum, are able to give some information on 
the surface smc of bare soil. 
However, ejctensive investigation have pointed out that, due to 
the large difference between the microwave dielectric 
properties of the dry soil and liquid water, microwave sensors 
are by far the most efficient smc detectors. 
2.2. STUDY AREA: 
For soil moisture study,a ground based scatterometer 
operating at L band was used. SAC 'developed ground based 
scatterometer was installed at SAC-campus for the 
measurements. Tlie sensor was installed on a cherry picker 
mobile plateform at a hight of 20 mt. for the measurements of 
baokscal.tei'ing coefficient data and soil .^ .ample coJle'jtion 
along with calibration data. 
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2.3. SITE AND EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION 
Ground based scatterometer (Truck mounted sensor) is an 
installed at SAC-campus (play ground), Ahmedabad. For 
tixceptanoo teal- purposes during the month of July-Nov. 1992. 
It was a conducted a short duration experiment for soil 
moisture study, specification given irj table. 1.2). 
2.4. CALIBRATION 
Corner reflector have been used as stjmdard target for 
calibratixig pur puses. 
2.5. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The ground based microwave scatteroineter system operates in 
1.0 GHa to 18 GHa range.The system is capable of acquiring the 
data at incidence angles ranging from 10 to 70, with all 
linear and cross polarization combinations. The dji'namic range 
of the instrument is 50 dB and sensitivity is -97dB. The 
instrument is operated at height of 20 meters. The 
specification selected during this study is mentioned in table 
1.2).Radar scatterometers permit more detailed observation of 
radar scattering behavior than radat imagers. Ground based 
scatterometers can used in research and as auxiliary sources 
of informations. It measures the scattering or reflective 
properties of surface ( some times of volume ).The angle of 
incidence may vary from aero (normal incidence) to 90 (grazing 
incidence).The received output is processed to determine the 
scattering coefficient at a partici.alar point (target) and result 
is displayed. 
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2.6 TABLE 1.2 SPECIFICATION OF GROUND BASED SCATTEROMJETEE FOR L-BAND. 
1. Frequency 
2. Type 
3. FH- sweep 
4 . IF 
b. I'F band width 
1.4 GHs 
FM-CW (Triangular waveform) 
400 MGh 
50 KHa 
f 5 kHz 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14. 
Poicii-i nation 
Incidence angle 
Height 
Antenna type 
.Antenna dimension 
Sensitivity 
.Dynamic range 
Calibration 
(a) Internal 
(b) External 
Study area 
; H H.HV 
0 
: 21 
: 20 Mt. 
: Dual polarization parabolic 
reflector. 
: 90 era. 
: -97 dB 
: 50 dB 
using delay line 
: using Cvorner reflector 
"Ahmedabad" SAC Campus. 
2.7 H E T H O D O L O Q V 24 
GROUND BASED SAC 
DEUELOPED 
SCATTEROMETER 
INTERNAL 
DFFFV LINE 
TARGET 
rflLIPnflTIOH 
FJ^TFRNAL CftRMFR 
REFLECTOR 
POLARISATION 
HHlHU 
RETURN POWER 
CORNER 
REFLECTOR 
COLLECTION OF 
SOIL S ESTIHATION 
OF SIGNAO AT 
DIFFERENT DEPTHS 
RESULT AND 
DISCUSSION 
CONCLUSION 
F i g . 2'. 1 The operation procedure for the 
production of soil Moisture using 
SAC developed scatteroweter. 
Ci tj 
2.8 Caiibratin procedure 
The calibration of the instrument was alone in two steps. 
B'irst, short term power variations due to oscillator power, mixer 
teperature etc. are normalized by referencing the power received 
from the target to the power through a coaxial delay line of 
known loss.In the second step, radar power levels from the target 
under observation are referenced to the power levels measured 
from standerd target of known radar cross-section. 
The detailed procedure is described below. The radar equ. for 
an area extensive target is given by 
Pt Gt Gr sigma o \ dk 
(4 TT ) R t 
2.0 
where Pr = received power 
F'l - transmitted power 
Gt = gain of transmitted antenna 
Gr = gain of receiving antenna 
^ = wavelength 
sigma o = backscattering coefficient 
Rt - Target range 
dA = Differential element of illuminated area 
Under the assumption that the parameters inside the integral are 
approximately constant over the illuminated area Aill, the radar 
equ. can be x-ewritten as. 
Pt Gt Gr sigma o Aill 
Pr ~ 2.1 
3 4 
{47r) Rt 
2 fi' 
Sigma o (dB) ~ 20 Log Ml - 20 Log M2 + 10 Log sigma c - 10 LOBA 
+ 40 Log R - 40 Log Re 2.6 
The calculation of sigma o is alone in accordance with the above 
equ. The valves of Ml and M2 are measured by the system, sigma c 
is also known. The valve of A is determined by known beam width 
which ii.5 givtifi by 
7T 
L.W 2.7 
whe x~e h i tan { e- H- B/2 ) - tan ( B- - B/2 ) 
2h 
w tan B/2 
COS 9-
h = height of the instrument,O" = incidence angle,B =beam width 
2 5 EKPERIMENT DETAILS 
The experiment was performed at space application centre, during 
July-Nov.1992. The ground based scatterometer was installed at 
SAC campus,and with the help of cherry picker the sensor's height 
at 20 mt. from the ground was fixed. 
The ground based wide band scatterometer works on the principle 
of FM-CW radar and measures radar backscattering coefficient of 
soil moisture. The operating frequency is 1.4 GHa selected during 
this experiment-
2.10 Collection of soil sample 
For each measurement of scatterometer data,soil samples were 
collected at a depths of 0-5 cm. ,0--10cm. , at 12 location witVi 
the help of tube auger and screw auger from the target 
area, weight of each sataple carried out. The target areci is 
plotted 7.6 square cm.Valumetric moisture contents were obtained 
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by drying the samples at temperature 105 degree C for 24 hours, 
and the weight for each sample carried out again after drying the 
sampled. 
The volumetric soil moisture data is obtained and then plotted 
sigma o Vs soil moisture and sigma Vs dates (Fig.2,2~2.5 )• 
For each measurements of radar data, calibrat.ion data was also 
collected. Tn the present experiment, triangular trihedral corner 
reflector of 900 cm. sise was used. 
2.11 Data iirocessing 
The measured valve of radar return power from calibration target, 
soil surface and internal calibration signal was feed. The mean 
calibration signal at each frequency was determined by averaging 
the samples. 
The radar cross-section of corner reflector was determined using 
the equ. 
4 
4 77- L 
sigma = 2.8 
3 y-
wher L is the dimension of corner reflector and A is the 
wavelength. Other parameters like range, and illuminated area 
were determined using radar geometry and known beam width of the 
antenna system. 
2.12 Scattering coefficient response 
The scatteriijg coefficient at 1.4 GHz for HH, HV ,polirization is 
in Kg,2.2-2.5 Scattering coefficient decrease with decrease in 
soil moisture content with dates. 
2.13 Soil moisture response 
The radar response to soil moisture content has been a.s a 
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Microwave remote sensing technique developed only recently 
because of its own characteristics, such as to penetration 
capability,sensitivity of moisture,operational day and night and 
during cloud cover condition are the advantages.This technique is 
usefull to measures the extent and location of waterlogging 
condition and provide unique information ox- improved information 
for waterlogged areas. 
3.1 TIIE DETERMINENTAL EFFECT OF CANAL-IRRIGATION 
Water soaks into the ground under the bed of an unlined 
eancil.Thus with regular supplies of water, level of sub-soil water 
in the canal irrigated area rises. In some places where the 
perennial unJ i.ned canals flow at the ground level and between 
raised high banks, the water-table maj'' reach the surface and 
render the once cultivable soil comletely waterlogged. Complete 
saturation of soil with water may give rise to swamps. Where the 
water-table is still a few feet below the ground, the capillary 
action brings alkaline salts to the surface. This results in a 
high coacenLraLion of salts in the soil. An thin layer of the 
alkaline salts develops particularly during the dry months when 
the conditions for capillary action are more favorable. 
Development of a veneer of alkaline salts, waterlogging is 
noticed first, ia the low lying areas and in the immediate 
vicinity of big canals. With the march of time, water in the sub-
soil creep gradually into the neighbouring areas and converts the 
first into highly alkaline,then into waterlogged. Roads and 
buildings are also damaged because of soft wet soil.Well-water, 
too is affected and is some times rendered unfit for drinking 
purposes. 
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3.2 1JT[JDY AREA; The study areas are TehsiJ Sikandrarao, and TehsiJ 
Koil, District Aligarh, U.P. Geographical locatiotj of the area 
approx. 7V^ .3b to '(8 4i) idtitude and 27 30 to 28 lU longitude. The 
area is bounded by on north District Bulandshar, on the north-
east by District Badaun, on south-east by District Etah, on 
ijouth west i>y District Mathura, and on north-west by District 
Gurgaon (Fig. 3.1) 
3.3 PUYSIOGHAPIIY AND GEOMOHPHOLCKJY: Tl»e area forj«b parts ot tlie 
Ganga-Yamuna doab plain. The allavium is made of aand,si It,clay 
and kankar deposited by the Ganga and Yamuna and their present 
and axicestral tributaries. The deposits are generally 
hetrogenious. The general slope of the land surface ia in 
southerly direction. The area by and large is a flate with 
pronounced undulations in the vicinity of river courses or near 
the sand bars scattered in the central parts 
3.4 Drainage". The Ganga and Yamuna are the principal rivers 
draining the area and their tributaties. The drainage is of 
dendritic to trellis pattern in the parts of study birea. 
3.5 GeoJoffy and hydrogeology: The area lies In the Ganga-Yamuna 
doab, which is a part of Indogangetic alluvium plains. It is 
underlain by Quarternarj'' to recent unconsolidated fluvlatilt; 
formation comprising sand, silt,clay and ground water in the 
area. The surrounding area is devoid of any significant 
topographic features. 
The top aquifer of the area is unconflned in nature whlJe the 
deeper aquifers are confined to semiconfoned in nature. 
u 
F i g . 3 . 6 C - band LRS - ] SI\T< i iiiagp a q n i t o d Nov, 2 1 , ] 99J 
A J i g a i h c i t y ( h o i l t e h . s i l ) I i i ' - . t r i c t A i i g . J t h ( U . P ) 
3.6 METHODOLOGY 
3.B1 Data used 
C bciiid EKL> ] tiAR ilata with p«t.h-scene nos. 746-391, acquired on 
Nov.21,19yl v?a& used. Standard false colour composite {FCC) IRS 
lA I.ISS [1 pi'int at I;2b0,0fi0 scale from band 4 , 3, and 2 data with 
patii-row'nos. 28-48, acquired on Nov . 17 , 1991, were also utilised, 
Be-i,ides,thj.'. digiLaJ data of ERS-1 GAR and IKS 1A-L3SS 31 were 
used.Prepared a base map at a 1:250,000 scale, toposheet nos. 
b4I,E and L and then reduce three times to bring at a map which 
is generated directly frum ttie ERS-1 SAH- image and then matched 
;ji,>mii permanent features and again it is enlarge with the heii^ of 
optical reflecting projector (ORP) to bring at 1:250,000 scale 
(Fig. 3.3-3.5) 
3.62 Data analysis: Initially, ERS-1 SAR and FCC print of IRS lA 
LISS II data for the visual image analysis interpretation 
technique using hax-d copies and for digital analysis CCT are used 
for both data to analyse the waterlogged areas, salt iiffected 
areas (saline patches),soil moisture and vegetation cover as 
shown in [Fig. 3.3-3 jSJwere delineated based on image elements like 
colour, texture, pattern association etc. in conjuction wl tli tlie 
topographical information. 
Digital analysis also carried out with the help of digital data 
system foi- the extraction of image and furtlier study. The Aligarh 
city and Aligarh fort clearly seen on ERS-1 tJAR data 
lFig4 3^ 5 )due to corner reflector etc. 
In digH,al analysis training windows, (Fifc-I.-3.6j signalurp 
generation, mean Vs std. Dev.Fig, 3.11-3.(lcii^d registration of IRS 
lA LISS II image (slave) band 4,3,2, (FCC) with ERS~ 1 SAFi: image 
u 
F i q - 3 . 7 C - b.and FRS-] SAK j inagc aqn i ) cd Nov . 2 1 , 1 9 9 1 
j).jj Ls o f t c h s i ] k o i ] D i s l r t K ^ L A l i y a r l i ( U . P ) . 
i q 
• ' t M M- r i I 1 I ^ 1 i ' 1 ' 
1 1 1 ! J I I M h I-
99 
4^ 
u 
(reference) are carried out\^J?ig,;5'<35l>'^'^ '^^^ ^^^'^ better information of 
waterlogged areas, along with this, mapping of waterlogged ar^a^ 
soil moisture, and salt affected soil (saline patches) mapping 
carried out (Fig^ 3.3-3.5) 
Tlie two image of same scene have been obtained at different 
times, from different sensors and from different viev? points, they 
were registered one to the other, in order to make a direct 
comparison between tiie two. By the some transformation the two 
image were properly aligned and the two images were to be 
compared on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Aft«r registration of two 
images are compared. It was found that they are correctly aligned 
with maximum achievement. 
3.(j3 liegistration method 
Registration of images liave done via the control points, In 
cojiirol point technique, A reference image and slave image are 
displayed side by side on colour monitor to select corresponding 
ground control points common to both images were Identified 
(e.g.road intersection)are read and recorded. Once the control 
points are selected the next step of the process is the 
computation of the correlation surface fitting relation from tlie 
G.C.P, data. The step consists of computing from whore in the 
orignal image a pixel is to be taken and placed in the output,in 
accordence with the mathmatical relation. The correlation surface 
fitting cind have used by the G.C.P. registration processor 
corrects for Image-to-image offset,scale,skew,rotation,and 
key.^tonning all of these effects can be corrected with the proper 
ciioice of ground control points. 
It was found that parallel lines remain parallel in the second 
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Fig. 3.13 Registered image (Multi-band) Red : SAR Green • 
TRS bnd 3, nine : IRS band 2, ( p.rln of Tohsii 
Sikandj-ai ao) UisLrit-l. Aliyarli (U.I'). 
i(j. 3,14 Royistcrod imago (Multi-band) l?ed:TRS band 4, Green 
: JRS, band 3, ^ Blue : SAR, (pa its of Sikandrarao) 
District Aligarh (U.P). 
5G" 
image. By this method registei-ed picture were generated from the 
unregistered image.It is found that the accuracy of 
t.ran.'5forination is directly dependent on the accuracy of I.«J 
conbroi points. After the complete registration of two image are 
compared with different bands,they are IRS-IA LISS II band 4,3,2 
(BX'C),and ERS-l SAR image. 
The bands are selected they are as follow 
1. IKS 1 A • hiss li band 4,3,2, (FCG) (Fig.5.9j 
2. Red: IRS band4, Green: iJAR, Blue:band2 (Fig. 3.10,3.1S) 
a. cut of level 2B 15 19 
b. saturation 44 90 34 
c. contrast 
strech type o o A 
where 'o' is operator defined, and 'A' is automatic 
It is found in the registered image that variation within the 
vegetation cover are observed clearly as in (Fig.3.10,3«18) 
c. Red: SAR, Green: IRS bandS, Blue: IRS band2 (Fig.5.13,3.17) 
d. Red: IRS band4, Green; IRS bandS, Blue: SAR (Fig.3.14,3.19) 
after modification of image,different bands are selected to 
gives better information and best contrast about the study area, 
sharpness on surface features are clear because of colour 
composition, and variaton within the vegetation are clear on 
registered image, 
3.7 RESULT AND DISCDSGION 
During this study, the waterlogged areas 'are identified from the 
ERS-l SAR image and IRS 1A~LISS II data on the basis of visual 
interpretation and the digital analysis techniques.To register 
IRS lA-LISS II acquisition of Nov.17,1991 along with ERS-l SAR 
51 
Fig- 3.15 
F i g 3.16 
5?. 
F i q . 3 . 1 7 
F i q . 3 . 1 8 
(• M ) . 1 ' ^ 
Jo 
acquisition of nov. 21,1991. J?ig^ ;^ 3.g shown the output image. The 
appearance of salt efforescence (salt patches) on•SAR image was 
found to be in medium to dark tone but it appears medium bright 
to bright tone on IRS lA-LISS II, ground surface in waterlogged 
area appears medium to bright signature on SAE image.Seepage from 
the flowing upper Ganga canal is one of the cause for' 
waterlogging in the area and poor drainage corid.iition vis:Arind 
nadi.lsan nadi,Machchua nadi, and Kali nadi etc. is also a one of 
the cause for waterlogging and have high D.W. valves 
(5'ig5,.1j) because of high backscattering towards the 
sensor.Waterlogged condition in Tehsil Sikandrarao is more as 
compared to Tehsil Koil District Aligarh u.p. It is clear from 
the above study that parts of District Aligarh, ground surface 
remains moist even there is no precipitation,condensation,or 
application of water on the surface, irrigation by canal system 
on large scale and poor drainage coiidition which has concluded in 
building up of water table, ground quality turns brakish or saline, 
and waterlogging in some parts in the vicinity of 
canals.waterlogging can be control by adopting suitable measures 
to reduce the recharge and increas'^ i the discharge from the 
problem areas.After study of the area Jt is clear that the 
advantages of microwave remote sensing techniques used ERS-1 SAR 
data to locate and delineate waterlogged areas and its extent 
(Fig3.'?-JSAH data has the potential to reveal information on 
waterlogged areas which is not obtainable by another visible 
sensors,microwave remote sensing has proved to be very effective 
tool in providing such information. 
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4.0 BORFACE WATER AND FLOOD PLAIN ASSESSMENT 
Monitoring and mapping of liquid water at surface of the 
earth is well suited to investigation by microwave remote sening 
techniques, using ERS-1 SAR data of Nov.21,1991. Many effort 
have been under taken to map and digital measurement both the 
areal eictent of surface water and to determine the volume, quaJ i-
ty of surface water extent. The temporal changes in coui-se of 
ephemeral rivers and flood plain could easily be identified and 
detected from SAH data, due to its unique scattering beh-:iviar anrl 
high spatial r«solution of 30 m. pixel size. The microwave remote 
sensing offers great potential for the assessment and monitoring 
these properties. The study is main concern to digital analysis 
of surface water resources using C-band ERS-1 SAR data.The digi-
tal analysis of surface water for upper Ganga river in parts of 
Tehsil Atrauli,District Aligarh and some parts of District Bu-
landshahr (Fig^ .,.!; carried out. The features includes surface 
water, soil moisture, and flood plain. 
4.1 STUDY AREA 
The study area comprises parts of Tehsil Atrauli District Aligarh 
and parts of District Bulandshahr,(U.P.) (Fig.4.2 The area is 
bounded by on north-east by District Badaun, on south-east by 
District Etah, on west by Aligarh city (Koil Tehsil), 
Latitudnally the area lies approximately 78 lb to 78 30 and 
longitudnally 28 0 to 28 15. Physiography, geomorphology.geology, 
and hydrogeology are mention in section^3»5 "to ^•^) 
4.2 THE GANGA RIVER 
The Ganga drains a very large area of varied relief and 
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se 
structure, the middle part of the Himalaya in the north, the; 
northen part of the Indian plateau in the south and the Ganga 
plain is betwetsn.The basin of the Gaiiga measuring about 838,200 
sq.km. is the largest river basin in the country. Tlie Ganga has 
numerous large and small tributaries. 
The Nlm nadi and Burhi Ganga nadi pass from the study area and 
then join with Ganga river in District Etah (U.P!). 
4.3 THE GANGA PLAIN 
It is a vast alluvial level plain, its orignal site was a deep 
trench-like depression formed by sagging or subsidence of the 
land at the time when the Himalayas rose. This deep depression 
attaining depths varying from B to 8 km. at the time of its 
origin was later filled up by enormous sediments brought by the 
rivers.The fresh deposits of alluvium on the present flood plains 
of the rivers are term 'Khader'; the relative older alluvium 
which is not within the reach of fresh alluvium has beds of 
Kankar and called 'Bhangar; In the north of the plains are 
fringed with almost a continuous narrow ribbon of marshy and 
forested narrow strip of land hardly 32 km. width is known as the 
Tarai. Formerly, the tarai covered large area. The Tax-ai lying to 
the east of the Ganga forms a continuous belt. Northern margin of 
the Turai merges J nto an undulatinu land foruwd by bou.l d<:(r.?i arxi 
gravel. This gravelly land falling gently towards the Tarai is 
called the Bhabar. 
To the north of Bhabar lies the siwalik range. Since the Bhabar-
Tarai belt slopes rather steeply towards the south, the rivers 
comming from tVie Himalayas flow for some distance southwards 
before curving to the south-east oi" east direction to which tiie 
i g . 4 . 2 (' - hand KHS - 1. S A R . J m a g o , o b t a i n o d Nr^v. 2 1 , 1 9 9 1 
p a r l . s o f t n h s i l A i ; r a u l i , l , ) i s ( r i c l A l i g a r h Sc p a r t o f 
n i s t r i c t : Hu i andshpjl ia r ( H . P ) . 
5£ 
Ganga plain gradually slopes. This plain is drained by the Ganga. 
But the rivers are often eroded at the time when the rivers are 
flooded by incessant rain lasting for a week or so. 
4 . 4 METIJODOLOGY 
4.41 Data used and data analysis 
Tlie C band EHS -1 SAR data corresponding to the post monsoon 
season of Nov.21,1991, with path-scene numbers 746-191,was used 
for dlgiLai analysis. The natural resources like soil 
moisture,vegetation,iandform,water body, flood plain etc. were 
distincl.Jy visible on Photographic products, 'Die SAH data were 
visually interpreted and boundaries of flood pJain were identi-
fied on the basis of flood plain indicators such as channel 
configuration, fluvial geographic characteristicis and soil dif-
ferences. The river courses within the flood plains v/ere also 
identified (Fig.4.2 ) 
The areal extent of the river courses and flood plains were 
identified and calculated mean Vs st. Dev. Pixel Vs D.N valves.it 
^•1^' is clear from the grapli (Fi g'4.3»46''^ hat the surface water has 
dark to very dark tone on SAR image. D.N. value's are low due to no 
return towards the sensor. But the soil moisture and flood pJains 
have high D.N. valves due to high backscattering received by the 
sensor. 
4.5 liESOLT AND DISCUSSION 
The river course and flood plain are dynamic features with re-
spect to space and time. The upper Ganga river, its tributaries 
and the associated flood plains were analyed using digital and 
visual techniques, microwave data (Fig4.2 ) Tlie presence of 
water in the upper Ganga river appear very dark on SAR data.The 
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boundaries of the flood plains of varj^ing width are easily iden-
tified on ERS-1 QAR image, becaouse of the distinct variation in 
backscattering between flood plains, dry couz'ses and adjoining^ 
older alluvial plai.ns. The trend of mean Vs St.Dev. and Pixel Vs 
D.N. valves and pixel Vs mean gray level values cleai- indicated 
(Fig.4.3-4.9'^ "^'^ ^^  ^^^^ high D.N. valves in flood plain and soil 
moisture content have high backscattering and appear on SAli image 
midium bright to very bright signature. 
The cropped and vegetation areas exibit medium to dark signature 
and uncultivated areas heaving riverine deposit appear bright 
signature on microwave data, because the sexisor received high 
backscattering. 
The Narora barrage was clearly identified and has very bright 
signature on SAR image due to corner reflection^4«3 & 4«2y SAR 
image DN values were plotted from near range and far range based 
on the flight direction and illuminatin direction, it is clear 
from the graph that the east bank of upper Ganga river has near 
rang illumination direction and west bank of upper Ganga river 
has far range illumination direction, whicVi caused variation in 
backscattering and stored into the sensorfoi- further interpreta-
tion. The changes in the morphological characteristics such as 
direction and accumulation of fresh sediments over orignal sedi • 
ments have depleted the fertility status of the flood plains.The 
significant variation in backscattering of the fresh and orignal 
sediments enabled their identification of ERS-1 SAR data. The 
fresh sediments appear verj;- bright and orignal sediments appears 
medium bright to low bright signature.This variation of image 
tone in flood plain is due to soil moisture content and has 
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variation in backscattering also. These morphological and fertil-
itj^  changes are caused by surface water, large hectarage of 
fertile agricultureal land where double cropping was practised 
have turn into unproductive and single cropped land (Indergit 
singh,1988) 
li.O DRAINAGK MAPPING 
The drainage pattern and texture on ERB-SAR data are indicators 
of land form,bed rock type, sugges soil characteristics and site 
drain condition The most common dendritic drainage pattern are 
formed in study area,which is a well -integrated pattern formed by 
a main stream i.e Chambal river with its distributaries branching 
and rebranching freely in all direction and occur on a relatively • 
homogenous materials.The principal objective of the study was to 
map drainage pattern,first order stream and their effects.The 
first order stream clearly seent'Els»^^:^\and then compared with 
drainage map generated from toposheet (Fig.5.4 ) 
5.1 STUDY AREA 
The study area comprises parts of Rajasthan 
(Ambah,Dhaulpur,Kanpur etc.) and parts of Madhs'a Pradesh 
(Horena.Gwalior,and Bijaipur etc.). Geographically located in the 
north-east of the Rajasthan and north-west of the Madhya Pradesh, 
Latitudnally the area is approximately lies 77 20 to 78 15 and 77 
10 to 78 0, and longitudnally, 27 05 to 27 50 and 26 50 to 27 40. 
The Chambal river is the major river running roughly parallel to 
the state border of M.P. and Rajasthan. 
b.2 RELIEF 
The region has a varied topography which is the result of its 
geological history as well as the exogenetic forces that have 
gone into its making. The denudational chronology of the regional 
lands cape from the pre-cambrian to sub-recent period, 
peneplanation, warping, intrusion and deformation, have produced 
many relic features. Physiograp^hically . the study area can be 
divided into two limits. 
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1. The Vindhyan Scraps: Formed by saud stories marked the 
topograpliy in (Jhambal and Sindh basins. Particularly in tiie 
district ot Gwalior and continue north of L'harnba i with 
projections into tiie Bharatpur plain. 
2.Eastern Plains: The plains include the low lands of the Chambal 
basin, th« Banab pi-jsin and the middle Mahi or Chappan plain. The 
pldins of E^ haratpur, Morena and Gwalior appear to be extensions 
ol tht: upper Ganga plain and the Kota plain is virtually an 
extension of the Morena plain. 
Those Chambal J ow lands are of a x^ haracter peculiar to 
tlieniselves, some tiiues lorming the floors of vast hollov*s in the 
ravines, perhaps from the river but only just above the usual 
level of its stream, The Chambal belt extending over a length ot 
480 km. from Kota to Bhareh.The southern boundary fluctuates 
with the tributaries viz. The Kali Sindh, the Parbati, aiid the 
Sipete, and further on. It is well marked by the ravines of 
Kunwary thi^ oughout the south-easterly course of the Chambal up to 
Bhareh.The plain area between the ravines of the Chambal and the 
Yamuna and that between the Chambal and the Kunwari is under 
cultivation. 
5.3 GEOLOGY OF THE AREA 
The most typical development of the vindhyana occurs through tlie 
Chambal In M.P area, though its extensions upto the aravalli 
flanks and beyond are also well-marked. The lower vindhyans 
(semri series) are well exposed in KarauLi table land and extend 
tVirough Sawai Madhopur to Bundi and Kota. The junction of upper 
vindhyans with the older rocks of the aravallis at their nortVr 
west extremity reveals an extremly long fault of great throw. 
which has brought the undisturbed, almost horizontcil stata of the 
vindhyan sand stone in contact with the highly folded and 
foliated and schist of the aravallis. This great fault which has 
a throw of I,bOO m. is roughly parallel with the course of the 
Chambal arid can be traced from the western limits of the outcrop 
as far north as Agra, a distance of 800 km. It is possible that 
this junction is not of the nature of the ordinary fracture or 
dislocation, but marks the approximate limit of deposition of the 
younger vindhyan sand atone against the foot of the aravallis 
which was modified subsequently by faulting and thrusting. The 
fault,therefore,is of the nature of the boundary fault which 
recalls the much better area of the junction of the younger with 
the older tertiaries of the Himalayas.The alluvial deposits 
belong to recent and sub-recent periods. The aeolian 
accumulations of sand also belong to the same period. The ravines 
flanking the Chambal and its tributaries are of much recent 
origin. 
5.4 TllE CHAMBAL RIVER 
The Chambal river rises near Mhow in the vindhyan range and flows 
towards tlie north generally in a gorge up to Kota. Below, Kota, it 
turns to the north-east direction and often reaching Pinhat,it 
turns to east and runs nearly parallel to the Yamuns-i, before 
joining it in the south part of Etwah District. It is 1,050 km. 
Long. 
The Banas is an important left bank of the Charnbal.it rises in 
the southern parts of tlie aravalli range and flows to the north-
east direction.It joins the Chambal at a point about 30 km. to 
the east of Sawai Madhopur. The Sindh,the Betwa and the Ken 
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flowing towai'ds tlie north,have also cut deep goi-ges at sanie 
places arid like the (jhambal have carved out numerous raviner in 
the alluvial plain of the Ganga. They form dendritic patterns and 
have verj!' little water during the dry season. 
b.5 DRAINAGE 
Tl'ie drainage system of this region is influenced by its 
geological historj?^  and locatin, probably the Chambal system is 
older than Yamuna which formely belong to Indus system in the 
tertiary and holocene periods. The great boundary fault helped in 
building the Chambal river system which is a typical example of a 
con.sequent (also super imposed) stream .The dendritic patterns of 
the main streams are quite clear. 
The master stream of the x-egion is surely the Chambal which rises 
from Janpao Spur of the vindhyans near Mhow. For about 325 km, it 
flows in northerly direction through, a deep and narrow gorge at 
Charesigarh where it drops to 505 n. from 884 m. (near its 
source) again it inters a gorge for about 113 km.and leaves it 
near Kota to run through the plain in a north-easterly direction 
till it embraces the Yamuna wit?i a south-easterIj' bend after 
completing a journey of 965 km. near Muradaganj. 
The Chambal has excellerit sites and resources for the development 
of cheap hydel power and irrigation facilities. 
!>.6 METHODOLOGY 
5.61 Data used and image interpretation 
Mapping of drainage pattern of the area were carried out using 
the use of ERS-1 SAR data, Dec.9,1991 with path-scene nos. 746-
193, Thejlnap is prepared by tracing the features from SAR image 
at 1:250,000 scale (Fig.5*3-) using visual interpretation 
6 
techrjiques. For compareson purpose, drainage from topographic sheet 
nos.54F,54J,54G at a 1:250,000 ( second edition survey of India 
1977, Fig.. 5,4.) ^ii^ used to identify a set of drainage 
basin,canals reservoirs,lakes and pond. 
The Chaiiibai, rlgb): main canal upper and right main canal upper 
Nanapura roughly running almost parallel to the chambal river and 
then bifurcate at sabalgarh in Madhya Pradesh. 
The main river in M.P.is Kunwari river flowing between these two 
canal and pass from Morena to Sabalgarh and Kunw.ari nadi goes 
upto BiJaipur (Fig. 5«5- ) 
The major reservoirs and ponds in the study area, are Kotwal 
reservoir,Khirauli reservoir,Tigher reservoir etc. and Bijapur 
talab are clearly seen on SAR image.The drainage pattern in the 
area is dendritic to subdendritic,most of the di-ainage pattern 
are clearly observed on south-east of the Chambal right main 
canal upper. 
In parts of Rajasthan the main nadi flow, they are Parbat 
nadi,Kawar nadi,mendka nadi etc. and the reservoir, Ram 
sagar,Urmlla sagar etc. Baretha lakes is clearly observed on SAR 
data. 
The Chambal river running south-east of Dhaulpur, most c^f the 
drainage are seen on south of the Kurgwan, and along the bank of 
Chambal river which indicates the low lying area and flood 
plains,used SAR data,the first order streams are easily traceable 
by the visual interpretation techniques on image. The reservoir, 
lakes and river.vs are appears dark in tone because sensor received 
no return from the surface water bodies.The geomorphology reveals 
that parts of the area is even to uneven.The eroded areas are on 
7C 
Fig. 5.2 C-band ERS -1 SAR image, aquired Juno 9, 3 992 parts 
of Rajasthan & Madhya Pradesh. 
1 
soutli-east ot the Chambiil river and moat of thf:? caaal are otoeu in 
M.i', The drainage pattern are less in between CharnbaJ riglit ttiaJn 
canal upper and south-east of the Chambal rj-ver, which andicatea 
the tupogi-aphy oj the region is slightly higher than the adjecent 
parts of the Rajasthan that is observed on ERS-1 SA.R image. 
b. 62 WATKRCilEDS 
Most of the drainage systems pour their waters into Chambal river 
and rusej'voii's The watershed separating the drainage syst^ins 
between M.P. and Rajasthan, and runs roughly parallel to the 
extreme south-east of CljambaJ river course (Fig.;.5^ 3- ) Tliis 
watersiied dividing the drainage between the two states, and lies 
roughly x^ ci^ 'allel to the right Chambal upper Nanpura and Charnbal 
right main canal upper which is the eroded area in parts of M.P. 
observed clearly with the help signature,association,and pattern 
present of SAH data. 
5.7 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
The microwave remote sensing technique,used imaging radar to 
identify the set of drainage basin on the basis of visual 
interpretation methods to determine that the ERS-1 SAR data, 
C band, is useful for di*ainage analysis and first order stream 
easily identified and mapped. The observation indicated that the 
cons i .'jtiini-'y <>1 I hu i-e I ati<')nship between the two, atler,ist at 
1:250,000 scale. Thus, it was determined that the draiiiage 
morphometry could be easily measured from the SAR images in 
detailed which could not observed on topographic map e.g.The 
backscattering is the caused in variation of signatures and even 
first order stream etc. are easily identified cm BAR data v<'hich 
i& not pvn>i.lb|tj L rcjiii t\jpograi)liio map. Altliough thlfa tipproacli 
It 
dealt only'wit?i drainage analysis, it is api.>ropriate example to 
emphasise the need for detailed visual interpretation for 
drainage morphometry by using microwave remote sejising technique 
for the stream information. 
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6.0 FLOOD MAPPING 
Nearly every year one or more parts of the country 
experience a flood that is, by general consensus, catastrophic, 
considerable disrui>tion occux-s, wide spread and costly damage 
to crops, property, sometimes loss of life. In villages, where 
wells, the chief source of drinking water, are flooded with 
dirty water, acute scarcity of drinking water arises. 
These flood are often violent and the time to 
peak is generally very short, other dominating factors are the 
nature of soil and the slope. Floods considered may occur at 
any time of the year the floods may be concentrated within the 
space of three weeks or a month, even in the hj'^ per arid zone, 
Generally, floods do not occur in the hot season and this may 
improve the runoff coefficient bj' comparision with tropical 
areas. 
The applicability of microwaves in these areas is unique 
because of the sensitivity of microwave energy to surface 
geometry, shape and also its capability to penetrate through 
clouds, which are prevalent during flood period. 
6.1 STDDY AREA 
The district katchh is situated in N~W of the Gujarat in 
crescent shape. It spread approximately from 22 44 to 24 41 
North latitudes and 68 09 to 71 54 East longitudes. It is 
bounded on the north and N-W by Pakistan, on the N-E bj'' Rajas-
than, on the east by the districts of Banaskantha and bJahsana, 
on the S-E by the Surendranagar district, on the south by the 
Gulf of katchh and the Rajkot district and on the S-W and west 
K 
by the Arabian sea. 
Katchh is the largest district, in the Gujarat state. 
The district is divided into three sub-division, Bhuj (centre), 
Anjar (eastern), and Nakhatrana (western), each having, three 
taiukas under their administration. 
6.2 PHYSIOGRAPHY AND DRAINAGE 
The aspect of the district is varied by ranges of hills and 
isolated peaks, by rugged and deeply cut river beds and by well 
tilled valleys and tracks of rich pasture land. Though on the 
wl'ioie tlie terrain is treeless, barren and rocky. On the .south, 
along the coast lies a low, fertile and well cultivated plain 
from 32 km. to 48 km. broad. Beyond this plain, there are three 
hill ranges known as Kutchh proper, Vagad in the east and the 
liann elevations in the north. 
The hills of Kutchh proper stretch in the west and narrow 
towards the east, having a noticeable Dhinodhar peak of 387 
mts. elevation famous to have once been a legendary valcano.Two 
other important peaks are the Jhura and the Varar. 
In S-W of pacchamm elevation there iisan intrusive low 
lying tract known as Banni, running almost parallel to the 
Great Rann of Katcch for about 104.6 km. This land is apt to be 
covered with water during high flood and its origin to the sand 
deposited from the rivers which flow north. 
The Rann of Katchh is peculiar tract of terrain. It is 
a salt flat mixed with fine sand and clay.The entire expense 
is devoid of vegetation and habitation. It has two parta, the 
Great Rann in the north and the little Rann of Katchh in the 
eas t. 
(> ACC No. 
^^'-.,. • ^^^ 
Most of Rann area is frequently flooclen^ BteSBsSfec^ '^ depth of 
0.30 to 0.91 m. during April to October, the seasion of strong 
wixids and rains. 'J'his salty water is either sea water driven by 
S-W strv'jng wind.s or land water from the Luni. As the flood 
water dries, it leaves a shining hard flat surface covered with 
stone. 
Total number of rivers in the district is twenty 
.seveu. Tlie ri ver.'s of tlie district, broadly speaking, flow 
northwards into the Great of Hann of Kutchh and southwards into 
the sea and the little Rann, because of the ranges in the 
central sone, serving as watersheds. The rivers are short non-
perennial with steep gradients. 
6.3 CLIMATE 
Climatically, the region can be charactersed as semi arid. 
In summer, the coastal part of the district is colder than the 
interior and vice-versa in winter. Feb. to May, The temperature 
increases rapidly and May, is generally the hottest month with 
mean daily maximum temperature 38.3 C at Bhuj (inland) and 32.7 C 
at Mandvi (coastal). During S-W monsoon season from middle June 
to middle September, the day temperature fgills. After October, 
both daj'' and night temperature falls rapidly till January, 
wl'iich is a coldest month with mean daily minimutri temperature of 
11.2 c at Bhuj (inland). 
Rainfall in the district is scanty with average 
annual rainfall about 322 mm. It decreases from southern, coast 
from 407 mm. to the N-W coast to 249 mm. Most of the rainfall 
is received during S-W monsoon season, July being the rainiest 
month. 
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6.4 GEOLOGY OF THE AREA 
The geological formations in Katchh range is age from Haddie 
Jurassic to Late Tertiary. The Jurassic and cretaceus sequence 
in Katchh comprises of four main divisions, mostly based on 
their fossils contents, viz: Pachham series, Chari series, 
Kabral series and Umia (Bhuj) series. The thickness of these 
series varied from 2&0 to 800 mts. These are composed of varie-
ty of sand stone, limestone,shales, and conglomerates. Infra-
Trappean beds are soft, loosely granular and obscureij'' strati-
fied grouped of earthy and sandy rocks resting unconformably 
upon Jurassic rocks and are overlain by the Daccan lava flows. 
Daccan Trap is stratifiwd lava flows of about 400 m. 
thickness over infra-trappean beds, The supra-trappean grouped 
of rocks overlay on the Daccan Traps.To the east of Anjar they 
directly overlay on the Bhuj series of Jurassic. 
Tertiary rocks outcrop as continuous horisone all along the 
coast, only a few patches of tertiary rocks are in northen and 
eastern portion of the district. 
Alluvial and sub-recent deposits, overlying the upper 
tertiary beds are noticed all over the district. Wide alluvium 
plain are found along the northern, southern and eastern margin 
of the district. 
6.5 METHODOLOGY 
6.51 Data used 
C-band ERS-1 SAR data, during flood (July 27,1992) with path-
scene nos. 677-197, and after flood (auguisL 31,1392) witJi 
path-scene nos. 677-197, were analysed using visual interpre-
tation. LANDSAT-TM data band 2 3, 4, with path-row nos. 150-
n 
U43 March 2ii, 19BB. and IRS lA -LISS II, baud 'J., :], 4, ( FCC J, 
( A1,A2,B1,B2 )werc; also used tor land feature xdentilication, 
Liurvey ot India (,1971) Topographic sheets nos. 4IE, 411, £it 
1 • i!l,>0, ()()\i s>'"ile w<-;i'fi uaod lor r^ '^^ Jl'Sration of base map. Ground 
Truth data ; Along with satelJite data, rainfall data tor ilood 
delineation were also used. July 20,. 1992, heavy r a m recorded in 
Kutchh District,Taluk Bhuj received 77 mm. In JuJy 23,1.9yk;, 
hlghesl r<.iirilaLl recorded in Kutchh Di.strict 2U9 mm. 
July 30 and 31, 1992, heavy rainfall recorded su3"rounding areas 
of Te»Juk Bhuj district Kutchh, i.e Abadasa recorded Sb mm., 
Anjar 40 mm.,and Mundra recorded 44 mm. 
A brief discription of satellite data used in the study given 
in table 1.3. 
: Pa th -Scene / I iow 
: 677-197 
: 677 197 
150-043 
: 34--51 
n o s . ; Da te 
: 2 7 . 7 . 9 2 
: 3 1 . 8 . 9 2 
2 8 . 3 . 8 6 
2 7 . 9 . 8 8 
: Bands 
; C 
. C 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
; S a t a l l i t e 
: ERS-1 
. EHS-1 
LANDSAT 
IRG lA 
: S e n s o r s ; 
; 'JAK 
: SAH : 
. TM 
LISL3 2 : 
6.b2 Data analysis 
In the present study visual interpretation techniques is 
employed to delineate flood inundation areas. A comparisiun oi 
during flood (Fig 6.2) and after flood CFig,6.4) data helped in 
better identification of flooded areas. Preliminarj'' analysis tbt; 
ERS-1 SAR images July 27,92 and august 31,92, C-haad was foJLowed 
by detailed visual interpretation. LANDSAT-TM data March 28,1986, 
Survey of India (1971) topographic sheets 41E,41J at 1:250,000 
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scale were used for preparation of base map and permanent 
features and other landcover features. Rainfall data as a 
ground truth were also used for flooded ares. Base map is 
enlarged to bring same scale of ERS-1 SAR image at 1:120,000 
scale using optical reflector projector (ORP), and IRS lA-
LISS II frames were also compared with help of high 
magnification enlarger (HME) for delineation of flooded areas 
on ERS-1 SAR image by visual interpretation method and 
depicted on base map of the study area i.e Taluk Bhuj, 
District, Gujrat. 
6.6 SAR OBSERVATION 
The flood mapping during flood and after flood recedes 
carried out, the flooded areas are appears on SAR images low 
to medium bright signature (Fig. 6.2 ) and the reservoir 
appears as dark signature which is easily identified as areas 
of no return, 1st order streams clearly seen with carefully 
visual interpretation on ERS-1 SAR imagery. After the 
interpretation it is clear that the difference in signature, 
pattern, texture, associations is mainly caused by the back 
scattering from the area of study towards the sensor during 
cloud cover condition. Flood effected area and its extent was 
traced with different signature observed on the SA.R image. 
6.7 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
Flood inundation map of the Taluk Bhuj, prepared from 
microwave data is presented in (Fig. 6.3 )• The area was 
inundated by flood water between July-Aug. 1992 which is 
distinctly seen on SAR imagery. The flood inundation map 
produced may be regarded as fairly accurate one as compared 
^ 
with ground truth data. 
A close study of physiography of the area rev6;ais 
tliaL flood problems at Taluk Bhuj (inland) are mainly confined 
iij low lying area and sloping towards the coast. The worst 
flood in the area occur when there is heavy downpour of rain in 
the catchment area of rivers and in poorly drained areas is the 
major cause of floods. Here the major cause of floods are 
observed they are may be as 
(a) The deforested catclunent area 
(b) The off-shore bars which choke the mouths of the river and 
obstruct the free flow of water into the sea. 
Reservoir and rivers are clearly seen, During the 
month of Julj'' the area is flooded more and with different 
signatures on SAR images (Fig.6.2 ). During the month of 
August.,the flooded area is less signature on image because the 
recedes of flood (Fig.6,4) But water level rise in the Banni 
area, because m.ost of the rivers flow towards the coast and 
and water accumulated in the depression after precipitation. 
The result oi this study shows that the usefulness 
of microwave data for mapping the flood areas has been verified 
with ground truth rainfall data From the present state-of-art it 
is clear that radar imagery is useful for monitoring the extent 
of flood and affected areas by the flood and their duration. 
ERS-1 SAR data successfully used for flood inundation. It 
is found that SAR imgery alone could not be used for identifi--
cation of extent of flood but other data are also used during 
this study. A comparison of the during flood data and after flood 
receds data helps in the visual interpretation and. delineation of 
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7.0 CONCLUSION 
This study was conducted to demonstrate the usefulness 
of microwave remotely sensed data at C-band and L-band for 
water resources applications over parts of Uttar EM-adesh, 
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, and Gujarat have been analysed, 
along with the available visible data and an attempt has been 
made to evaluate the microwave remotely sensed data for water 
resources, using microwave remote sensing techniques. 
Significant progress has been made in application of 
microwave remote sensing data for measuring soil moisture, 
delineation of waterlogged areas, drainage mapping, flood 
mapping, surface water and flood assessment. Microwave 
sensors for these applications are unique because of the 
1 
sensitivity of microwave energy to surface geopietry, shape 
and its capability to penetrate through clouds, which are 
prevalent during flood period. The quality of microwave data 
depend on the system parameters such as polarization, 
frequency and angle of incidence. Although this approach 
dealt only potential areas for water resources, it is clear 
that the advantages of microwave remote sensing technique, 
(C-band ERS-lSAR data and L-band SAC developed scatterometer) 
can be successfully used to analyse and the locate the new 
zones of water resources. 
Standard method of visual interpretation and digital 
8*^  6
soil moisture variations. The observations of L-band 
scatterometer response during the rain and after the rain 
indicate changes in the backscattering coefficient ( ). The 
backscattering coefficient is directly proportional with soil 
moisture. 
SAR data because of their penetration through cloud and 
responsiveness with soil moisture variations can be more 
effectively utilized than the data from the visible sensors 
for water resources management and planning. Besides, SAR 
data have been found useful in the drainage analysis, where 
first order channels are very clearly picked up in the 
microwave region due to brightness contrast in the soil 
moisture levels of the channels and adjacent ground. 
8£ 
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